AutoPore™ IV Series
Automated Mercury Porosimeters

Broad Choice of Analysis and Report Parameters

Operating Software

Data Reduction

The AutoPore offers various options for
obtaining important sample information as
quickly as possible and for presenting the
data in a format which you can design.
Analysis options include choice of analysis
variables, equilibration techniques, and
pressure points at which data are collected.
After operating conditions for the instrument
have been chosen, they can be stored as a
template and then reapplied to other samples,
saving time and reducing the potential for
human error.

The AutoPore IV generates tabular and
graphical reports of percentage pore volume
vs. diameter, and a summary report of percentage porosity in user-defined size ranges.
The user has the ability to average several
analyses and to use the ‘resulting average’
analysis as a reference with which to compare
subsequent analyses. A standard, single,
user-defined analysis may also be entered
and used for subsequent comparisons. SPC
reports are available with collected data or
user-defined parameters. In addition to the
standard data reduction methods, the
AutoPore IV Series also provides the following:

A selection of report options lets you customize many aspects of the data pages. You
can select a specific range of data to be used
in calculations; arrange columns of tabular
data; select cumulative, incremental, or
differential plots; scale the X-axis to display
in either logarithmic or linear format for
pore size; report actual or interpolated data;
and select data presentation units such as
psia or MPa, diameter or radius, and
micrometers or Angstroms.

The AutoPore software
includes a full report system
for producing publicationquality graphics and
user-specified reports.

The pore size distribution of two alumina
samples are overlaid to provide a
comparison of pore structure.

• Mayer-Stowe Particle Size - Reports
equivalent spherical size distributions
• Pore Tortuosity - Characterizes the
efficiency of the diffusion of fluids
through a porous material
• Material Compressibility - Quantifies
the collapse or compression of the
sample material
• Pore Number Fraction - Reports the
number of pores in different size classes
• Pore-throat Ratio - Reports the ratio of
pore cavities to pore throats at each
percent porosity filled value
• Pore Fractal Dimensions - Quantifies the
fractal geometry of a material
• Permeability - Reports the ability of the
sample to transmit fluid

Penetrometer Characteristics
The penetrometer consists of a sample cup
bonded to a metal-clad, precision-bore,
glass capillary stem. The sample is placed in
the sample cup; during analysis, mercury
fills the cup and capillary stem. As pressure
on the filled penetrometer increases, mercury
intrudes into the sample’s pores, beginning
with those pores of largest diameter. The
mercury moves from the capillary stem
resulting in a capacitance change between
the mercury column inside the stem and the
metal cladding on the outer surface of the
stem. The AutoPore detects very slight
changes in capacitance (equivalent to a difference of less than 0.1 microliter of mercury)
so extraordinary resolution is achieved.

Micromeritics also offers a large selection
of penetrometer bulbs, volumes, stems, and
closures designed to fit most sample forms,
shapes, porosity, and quantity. The better
the match between the sample, its porosity,
and the measurement range of the sample
cell, the more precise the results.

Safety Systems
The AutoPore features several levels of
mechanical and electro-mechanical
safety devices:

• The computer will not accept keyboard
instructions to overpressurize the system.
• The high-pressure system is mechanically
unable to generate unsafe pressures.
• A circuit stops the generation of pressure
in the event of a failure in the computer.
• The operating specifications of the
pressure systems (low = 50 psia,
high = 60,000 psia) are well below the
actual designed safety limits.

The extensive report
system includes pore
structure calculations
including Cavity-toThroat Size Ratio,
Fractal Dimension,
Material Compressibility,
and Statistical Process
Control reporting.

A convenient data summary
is automatically generated
with each sample reported.

The material compressibility is easily calculated and
may be reported both graphically and in tabular form
using the AutoPore report system.

Additional pore structure
calculations are included
in the AutoPore software.

To request a quote or additional product
information, visit Micromeritics’ web site at
www.micromeritics.com, contact your local
Micromeritics sales representative, or our
Customer Service Department at (770) 662-3636.
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